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Quote"We Succeed 

When Our Client's 

Succeed".

First Guide LLC is a service company , that primarily 

focuses on client needs and strives to deliver result 

oriented solutions,  we handle every project with 

care to provide the best solution.

Contact us for information. 

How do First Guide give back? 

As a new service provider companies, as we grow, 

we have funds that is set aside to help vulnerable 

individuals around the world. as we ensure to make 

our client's succeed, we also thrive to make these 

individual's succeed.

Our Vision

As a developing company , our goal is to be able to 

provide client's solutions that will help  them to 

succeed,  we are also hoping  in the nearest future, 

we'll be  able to  employ thousands of  developers 

and designers  worldwide , that will help  our client's 

to succeed.  

info@jkfirstguide.com

Victoria Island, Lagos, Nigeria

+2347043734714

ABOUT US



1 What is Life-Time Support? 

Life-Time Support is a post project 

delivery,  Our Life-Time Support include 

fixing bugs, resolving issues and traing 

on the system

3  What is Graphic Design?

Graphic design is a craft where 

professionals create visual content to 

communicate messages.

2 The Aim of First Guide

As a service provider company First 

Guide LLC is dedicated to help our 

client's to succeed by developing and 

creating responsive website, mobile 

applications and unique designs 

4 What is ROI? 

ROI means Return in Investment, we 

don't just develop websites and mobile 

apps, we also provide articles, emails 

and . marketing strategies tips to  your 

project succeed.

?Success is not 

final; failure is not 

fatal: it is the 

courage to 

continue that 

counts.?- Winston 

Churchill

Our Mission

We endeavor to grow our clients? 

business by enabling informed decision 

making through technological and 

management interventions.

Our Core Values

- Integrity

- Candor

- Service

- Competence

- Growth

and ROI to boost business growth, we are dedicated 

to serve you 

Why choose us:

- We have the trust of more than 7+ 

businesses globally. You can rely on us to 

get your work done the right way at the right 

time.

- Our Web Developers, Mobile Developers, 

and Graphic Designers work under the 

same roof, so you don?t need to depend on 

multiple companies.

- 100% Quality standards and Client 

satisfaction are what we assure and ensure 

when we deliver

- On-Time Delivery is one of our key focus. 
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